
Blue 
Mel, wearing a white unitard with fabric strips attached to the arms and legs, turns on one leg 
with torso parallel to the floor and the other leg bent to form an angle. One arm is raised, while 
the other arm gently curves in a slight bend. They lunge and then turn in different facings, like a 
spiraling rapid river.  
 
On the third time doing this movement, they take that same leg to the opposite side to land in 
another diagonal, and again reach with one arm. They sweep their back leg outwards to have 
the other leg follow. Traveling forward, they repeat. Then rise up higher to take their foot to their 
knee. They drop back down to do the sweeping movement a few more times, and then bend 
deeply with their feet wide apart. They sweep a few more times, keeping their body even lower.  
 
They sweep and glide their feet, doing that same movement where one leg follows the other, to 
gracefully raise one leg out to the side - with their torso once again parallel to the floor. They 
begin stepping forwards and backwards, raising their other leg frontwards and backwards in a 
bent shape. They then smoothly spin to the floor, one leg raised behind in that bent shape. 
Shifting to place their legs in a “z” shape, they reach their hands behind them to do a cartwheel 
with legs bent. They rise and kick one leg out to the side. The same forwards and backwards 
movement returns after landing.  
 
The sequence repeats. They leap to the side with one leg rising behind them. They stand as 
their arm rises up, their hand having a life of its own. They make a trickling motion with their 
hands, like raindrops. They sweep their hand backwards, kick one leg to the side, then bring 
both their arm and leg back in. They introspectively repeat. They land to have their feet a bit 
wider than their hips, one hanging and swaying back and forth like seaweed through the pull of 
the ocean’s tide. That arm keeps moving in the same way, but rises higher, and they begin to 
move their hips with it. The movement ripples through their body. They then shift to jump and 
face the side, and then turn - as naturally as a spinning top.  
 
They reach on a backwards diagonal as the opposite leg rises. They stand again, with both 
arms floating like rippling seaweed. Their shoulders and chest follow. They then turn, run, and 
leap with one foot to the other knee. Upon landing, they run to face the opposite diagonal, arms 
rising. Like a crayon making smooth lines, one foot draws circles on the floor. They lift that same 
leg up, which shifts backwards to lead them into a turn and leap. 
 
As they land forwards, they fold in half as one leg sweeps back. They then crouch into a ball. 
One arm pulls them upwards and leads them in a circle. They face front, their arm out to the 
side and their other arm folded across their belly. Looking ahead confidently, they circle their 
torso forwards and downwards with a slight bounce. Their arms dangle freely. They then raise 
one leg up then kick it forward, arms swaying as if to help balance. 
 
They turn one way, and then the other. With their back facing the audience, they curl their arms 
inwards while reaching their torso in the opposite direction. This movement leads them to again 



face one side, and they again kick one leg forwards and then backwards. As that leg lands, one 
hand again gets that life of its own, reaching forwards as their body faces the side. Their other 
arm joins, and both arms lead them further backwards. They face the side and again look 
confidently forward, standing tall and strong. The backdrop transitions from blue into 
multicolored. 
 
 Green  
Jo is in a white dress arms flowing back and forth like willow branches. She enters self 
discovery. She swoops her hands down to each side, led by her elbows. That leads her to rise 
higher, one foot to the back of the other knee, to then turn and bend deeply, feet much wider 
than her hips. She shifts back, weight into one hip, and reaches in the opposite direction - 
looking at them as if in examination. She steps and kicks that leg backwards, then drops her 
torso downwards to lengthen it out of her hips in a swooping motion - like a wave.  
 
As she raises her arms, she steps back to kick in an opposite direction, and then lands that leg 
down to kick again. She lands in a lunge and then raises her elbows to a quasi-square shape. 
She circles her hips, and her arms naturally follow. She then turns to step her feet together, toes 
out to the side, elbows still raised. She sweeps one leg back, and then crosses her wrists, 
fingers energized upwards. She leaps forward, one leg rising high behind her, to then land unto 
one foot, raising one shoulder up. She glides forwards and pops one toe again. She lets one 
arm fly back and then loops one arm around her head and lets it tilt back. 
 
There is a tension to all of the movement.  After her head tilts back, her head smoothly leads 
her into a new leap with both elbows bent. This leads her to faster movement, turning with one 
toe grazing the floor in a circle while her arms snake - intertwining and opening.  
 
One arm circles around to lead her forward, then both hands rise - directly from the elbows, like 
train tracks, as she brings one knee up to travel forwards on a diagonal and then land. She runs 
with a bit more freedom. She steps backwards and raises one leg with a bent knee to the elbow, 
then shifts that leg behind her. She then carries that leg back forwards, with control. Next she 
steps back, raising her arms to create a star shape. As she comes down one leg traces the 
floor, as if a crayon making stray lines. She raises that back-and-forth motion higher to 
ultimately kick that leg forwards, raising her heart up and backwards in a slight backbend as her 
arms rise back and upwards. 
 
She steps forward to bring one foot to one knee, rising up high on the ball of her other foot. She 
makes circles with her hands as if clearing fog from a window. She continues this motion with 
her hands while lowering in space. She lengthens her leg to make that sweeping motion behind 
while raising one arm up to open her heart to the sky. Her hips shift to that leg so she ends up 
sitting, crossing her wrists again. She looks down. She flicks those energized fingers 
backwards, as if shaking away something unwanted. She rises and takes small steps away from 
the audience, but so that she fully faces them again. She restlessly zig zags.  
 



Finally she again raises one foot to the other knee and swoops her forearms forwards, up and 
back. She repeats that and then kicks the leg backwards. That leads her to leap and turn in a 
circle around the stage. She is restless. She reaches to the side with one arm, the other follows, 
and then thrashes both arms lower to the other side of her.  She turns again, faster. Finally she 
lunges forward, arms reaching forward but then reaching upwards and backwards.  
 
Her arms flow again like willow branches. As her elbow connects to her knee, she does a 
half-turn in a deep bend. She moves forward and drops. Hands to heart at first, she then flicks 
her fingers away. Her hands come back to her heart and she looks down. The green onstage 
becomes a mix of many different colors.  
 
Purple 
Janelle begins circling her hands, as gracefully as leaves blowing in the wind. Her flowy white 
dress carries this airy, light quality as well. She begins moving in a zig-zag pattern, as if one of 
those leaves had fallen and was zig-zagging in a fall towards the ground. The sweeping, lilting 
classical music score supports that feeling in how she moves. She lets one arm down and 
releases her head, creating a gentle slope like a stream flowing down a hillside. She circles in a 
broad sweep, faces back forwards, and rolls her wrists again like leaves in the breeze. She 
makes even smaller circles, then faces back towards the center. She gently pats her thighs with 
her graceful hands, one and then the other, and then slopes her arm and head downwards 
again.  
 
Her regal presence evokes the kings and queens of old, whose color was proudly purple. She 
backs up, circles again, and comes back forward. The movement becomes a bit more accented, 
and there is now a little more “groove” in how the movement ripples through her body. She 
faces back forward as she makes small swivels to travel towards the audience.  
 
As she slopes her head one way, one arm wraps over her belly. With a beautiful sense of ease 
and flow, she alternates arms to have her other arm wrapping around her belly.. She turns and 
circles her hands again, alternating that with the elegant slope of her head and arm. She makes 
a few figure-eights as she rolls her wrists supplely. She returns to centerstage, bathed in the 
purple reflective of her regal presence, one arm and her head tilting nimbly  to one side. The 
backdrop transitions from purple into multicolored. 
 
 
Orange 
Mel and Janelle face the audience, wearing white. They begin circling,  orbiting each other - like 
the moon around the earth. They hold out a hand to the side, as if receiving. They face each 
other and pause.  Like molecules dancing in an atom, they shift from side to side - alternating so 
opposite sides of themselves face their partner. Like a piece of debris floating away from a 
planet,  Mel shifts, skating forward and then bending deeply. They then rejoin their partner, 
facing forwards and moving backwards. Mel rises onto the back of Janelle’s chair, legs shooting 
behind like a comet’s tail. They circle, orbits having become an orbit.  



 
They rest back down on the ground as one takes the outer orbit, becoming the extension of the 
inner orbit; they have switched roles. That zig-zagging sense returns, with one of their arms 
sweeping back and forth - atmospheric contents mixing. They again travel to farther out in the 
orbit, contents floating elsewhere. They travel towards the audience, gliding with ease, then 
again zig-zag backwards away from the audience. They travel to opposite sides of the stage, 
bending into lunges with their walks.  They turn and switch places on stage, and are then pulled 
back into orbit, one circling around the other - a gravitational pull.  
 
The pair travels on a diagonal - shooting forwards - and then moves backwards in zig-zag. They 
create smaller orbits in their own turning, and then return to a larger orbit about the central axis 
of Janelle. They roll their wrists like the floating, gliding feel in much of the movement in the 
piece. With a few final orbits, zigzagging at points with dynamic energy, they face back front into 
the expanse ahead. The orange covering all on the stage transitions into many colors.  
 
Red  
Ellice enters with a walker. She shifts her walker to the side, turning it unto two legs, as she 
lunges repeatedly. She deeply bends, tracing her toe - like a pencil drawing an arc. She tucks 
her leg behind the other. She then repeats lunging and rising with strength, but also softness. 
 
She rises a bit higher again to repeatedly circle her leg. She raises one arm up to the sky, 
leaving the walker. She then drops that arm across her stomach, letting her torso and head dip 
in unison continually with release.  
 
Hands back on the walker, she kicks one leg back, her torso leaning slightly forwards. She 
curves that leg around to land with her back to the audience with one hand free. She reaches to 
the side with that hand, full of radiance. She curves that arm in, and turns her leg in to face the 
walker. In a flash, she raises one foot to her other knee, one hand on the walker. She repeats 
the circling and lunging with increasing intensity.  
 
She then faces away from her walker to bend deep, her feet wide. She steps forwards and 
back, still holding onto the walker. She turns around and takes both hands off the walker - her 
arms out in a straight line. She turns and lunges, arms making straight arrow shapes, her hips 
shifting away from the arms. She reaches one arm to the other side of the stage and leans back 
with it.  
 
She returns to her walker and leans forward into it, one leg rising high behind her. She quickly 
ascends, steps back and faces the side with her arms opening. With one hand back to the 
walker, she swoops her other arm up and over. She walks her walker backwards again, tilts it on 
two legs, and sweeps one leg over the top of it. She lands facing backwards and with her knees 
deeply bent, hands still on the walker. She quickly steps forwards and backwards repeatedly.  
 



She sweeps her arm across her stomach, to then fall more deeply, hips swiveling as she lowers 
almost to a squat. She kicks and steps out, then comes back towards the walker, rigidly. She 
steps away from her walker to lean back, her head tilting back and her heart opening upwards. 
She returns to the walker, swivels her hips to change direction, and steps away from it again. 
The suspension continues. Facing the walker again, she draws her hand up her body and her 
face, leans her torso one way, and then puts both hands on the walker and leans into it 
 
She kicks one leg back, brings her knee quickly back in, then lands it down. Her arms rise up, 
and she snakes up through her hips and spine. She is exploring her body. She leans into her 
walker and moves it again, then steps away. With her arm circling around and down, she faces 
her palms upwards with her elbows pinned to her sides, her heart raising upwards. She turns to 
face the front, one hand on the walker and the other hand sweeping across her stomach and 
releasing out. Her head naturally follows this movement.  
 
One leg steps back as she leans her torso forwards, parallel to the floor. One arm still holds the 
walker as the other sweeps backwards. She then circles around the walker, arms spinning to 
face her, hands coming off and re-touching the walker. This develops into bigger turns ending in 
a slight backbend, one arm reaching backwards as well. One hand reaches up her body while 
she releases her head to one side. Stepping closer to the walker, she crosses her wrists, hands 
over her chest. She gazes forward, intently still.  The red onstange fades into multiple colors.  
 
White 
Janelle, Jo, and Mel stand in an arc. The stage is bathed in white. Janelle moves forward on a 
diagonal, while Mel moves backwards  on an opposite diagonal. Their arms slope downwards 
on different levels, and they circle around each other. They look up, and then pause. The 
dancers then take each other’s hands, and circle as one unit. They then tilt to make a slope with 
their arms. That leads into them transitioning to face one another, and then push back towards 
the sides of the stage. Hands come into an “x” shape over the chest, over the heart, with a lean 
away from the audience. They then move out towards the sides of the stage and then again 
faced front. Jo and Mel lean in towards Janelle. There is a moment of stillness in unity. They 
then separate to different parts of the stage, and move in their own ways - bringing back 
movement they danced earlier in the show. One by one, each dancer moves off the stage in 
their own way.  
 


